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RFA Tab

The SF-424 R&R (Research and Related) form is now available in Grants Online for use with Application Packages. The additional data elements will be captured when downloading applications from Grants.gov and are also available for paper application data entry. No additional functionality is associated with this form in Grants Online.

The first image below shows the OMB form. The second image shows the Grants Online data entry screen for the SF-424 R&R. There is correlation between the numbers on the OMB form and the numbers on the Grants Online data entry screen. [JIRA: GOL-456]
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For all Review Events conducted after October 1, 2016 (FY 2017), a new version of Review Event Summary is available; this is the **Reviewer Comments Report**. The Reviewer Comments Report aggregates Reviewer comments by Review Criteria (see the results of generating the Reviewer Comments Report on the next page). [JIRA: GOL-434]
The functionality was restored under the Reports Tab that allows the user to specify parameters for the four reports (i.e., Award Tracking Report, Grant Planning for Competitive Grants, Grant Planning for Noncompetitive Grants, and Unexpended Balances Reports). [JIRA: GOL-582]